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Banque Bonhôte & Cie SA, which was founded in Neuchâtel in 1815, can look 
back on a long tradition of expertise in financial and wealth management, its 
core business.

The compact structure of our bank guarantees effectiveness, flexibility and 
rapid responses to volatile developments in the markets.

Our size also allows us to foster a privileged relationship with each of our 
clients, based on trust and the quality of our services.

Our shareholder base is composed of individuals who are mostly members of the 
management board and employees of the bank. This provides us with a totally 
independent outlook which is free from conflicts of interest and ensures the 
stability required for the long-term continuity of our activities.

 Tradition
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 Dynamism

Set up in its current form in 1992, Banque Bonhôte has since experienced remarkable growth :

• by drawing on its many years’ know-how in private banking and institutional asset management ;
• by positioning itself as an issuer of investment funds ; and
• by establishing efficient wealth management structures via its Bonhôte Trust subsidiary.

In an environment which is constantly changing, dealing with the complexity of financial markets re-
quires significant resources and focused expertise. Our company therefore keeps enhancing its human 
and technological expertise in order to satisfy the most exacting requirements.

Its flexible and dynamic organisation enables Banque Bonhôte to offer its private clients a wide range 
of services that reflect the refined and professional approach it has adopted in the field of global wealth 
management.

Olivier  Mosset, untitled, 2002 acrylic on canvas
Private collection of Bank Bonhôte & Cie SA
Reproduction with the consent of the artist
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 Private Banking

Our values

We seek to offer you not just a set of asset management services, but above all a 
partnership aiming to fully accomplish your objectives.

Thanks to our in-depth knowledge of your expectations, you can benefit from 
advice and subsequent asset management which are both precisely tailored to 
your circumstances.

As we give preference to long-term strategies, we firmly believe in active asset 
management, which can be combined with alternative investment strategies to 
reduce portfolio risk.

Our investment philosophy, alongside our efficiency in implementing it and our 
flexibility, gives private investors a unique opportunity within the world of asset 
management.

Our strengths

We are determined to remain focused on our financial management skills since 
this is where we possess real added value.

Regarding the asset classes which we do not deal with directly, we take  
advantage of our independence and experience to select the best external funds, 
thereby making a complete and diversified range of high-performance products 
available to you.

As far as financial research is concerned, we rely on the work of our analysts 
as well as the results obtained from our network at the heart of the financial 
community.

Our company also issues investment funds under Swiss law in both  
traditional and alternative asset classes, as a result of which we are able to 
conduct an appropriate asset allocation.

Finally, as a member of the Swiss Stock Exchange, our company is in a posi-
tion to execute your orders on the global markets without an intermediary and 
on excellent terms.
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 Solutions Tailored to Your Needs

We use a targeted approach to define your risk profile and your yield objective.

On the basis of this information, we determine the most suitable investment strategy and then proceed 
with the asset allocation and the selection of securities, countries, investment themes, as well as curren-
cies that will go into your portfolio.

Defining your strategy is of paramount importance since it is going to generate more than 80% of your 
portfolio’s performance.

Within the framework of the asset allocation settled upon, your portfolio is managed actively and in-
dividually, always in line with our market expectations.

Our team provides you with a performance report which presents a transparent summary of the results 
and makes sure that you can monitor your portfolio in detail.

Rut Blees Luxembourg, 1997, Caliban Towers II & I, 3/5
C-print mounted on aluminium
Private collection of Bank Bonhôte & Cie SA
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 Our Services

Discretionary management mandates

Discretionary management mandates are for investors who wish to have their 
portfolio managed by the Bank’s team, in order to reap the full benefits of their 
expertise.
The process begins with an in-depth discussion to set priorities so we can select 
your investment profile. This takes a variety of factors into account such as your 
present and future financial situation, risk tolerance and objectives.

Clients who opt for this service can rely on personalised wealth management 
featuring:

• an investment policy designed to optimise performance in line with the se-
lected risk profile

• asset diversification across sectors and countries
• conviction-based management and responsiveness allowing us to exploit in-

vestment opportunities as they arise
• constant monitoring so we can make the necessary adjustments to changes 

in market conditions
• consideration of the tax consequences of the various asset classes

Several discretionary management profiles are available to you:

Defensive: offers clients relative stability and a steady income (10-25% equities)
Balanced: strikes a balance between potential capital gains and relative stability 
(20-50% equities)
Growth: aims for capital appreciation (30-60% equities)
Absolute return: aims for steady performance over time thanks to a tilt towards 
risk management rather than performance relative to a given benchmark (the 
traditional objective of asset managers); this type of management strives for a 
positive return regardless of whether the markets rise or fall
Special mandate: is tailored to the client’s wishes.
Discretionary Mandate in Responsible Investing: is built around the principle 
of open architecture whereby investment vehicles may be selected from outside 
the bank.
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Banque Bonhôte & Cie SA

Neuchâtel

2, quai Ostervald
2001 Neuchâtel / Switzerland
Tel. +41 32 722 10 00

Bern

Theaterplatz 7
3000 Bern 7 / Switzerland
Tel. +41 31 320 24 00

Biel-Bienne

Mühlebrücke 3 
2500 Biel 3 / Switzerland
Tel. +41 32 329 80 00

Geneva

12, bld. du Théâtre
1204 Geneva / Switzerland
Tel. +41 22 818 65 00

Lausanne

34, avenue du Tribunal-Fédéral
1005 Lausanne / Switzerland
Tel. +41 21 552 31 50

info@bonhote.ch 
www.bonhote.ch






